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Abstract.: We have defined a new generalised closed set callednIαg
closed sets in nano ideal topological spaces. Also, association ofnIαg
closed sets with various existing closed sets are studied. Characterisations
and equivalent conditions ofnIαg closed sets are proved. Normality via
nIαg closed sets are also been studied in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Introduction of ideals in topology was initiated by Kuratowski [10]. Ideals we mean a
subset satisfying
i. P ∈  and ifQ ⊂ P for any subsetQ,thenQ ∈ 
ii. P ∈  andQ ∈ , thenP ∪Q should also be in.
Jankovic et al. [7] defined the local functionP∗, in ideal topology.P∗={x ∈ χ : υ ∩ P /∈
,∀υ ∈ τ} . Hereτ(x) = {υ ∈ τ : x ∈ υ}. Kuratowski’s closure operator is defined
ascl∗(P) = P ∪ P∗ in the∗-topologyτ∗(I, τ). I-open sets were introduced by Jankovic
et al. [8] and the work was extended by Hamlett et al. [7]. Various decompositions in
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ideal spaces under various closed sets are endeavoured by Ekici [4]. A significant approach
on Ig∗-openness asIg∗-openness can be placed between topology and Levine’s openness
in ideal spaces was made by Erdal [2]. Recently, generalised closed sets in ideal spaces
have been studied in some papers [[2],[3],[4],[5],[6], [9], [13], [14]]. The initiation of nano
topology was done by Lellis Thivagar [12]. He has defined nano topology by considering
a subsetχ of the the universal setυ and its equivalence relation onυ, combined with
approximations and the boundary regions. Bhuvaneshwari et al. [1] initiatedng closed sets
in nano topology. Parimala et al. [15] had worked on ideals in nano topological spaces.
Characteristics of nano local function were studied by Parimala et al. [15].nIg closed
sets were best studied by Parimala et al. [16]. This work aims the introduction ofnIαg
closed sets in nano ideal topological spaces (NITS). ThenIαg closed sets are compared
with some existing sets. Many equivalent condition on these sets are proved.nIαg-normal
spaces are also discussed.

2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

In the following sequel the following notations are used.
i. nano topological spaces - NTS.
ii. nano ideal topological spaces - NITS .
iii. nano open sets - NOS.
iv. nano closed set - NCS.
v. open set - OS.
vi. closed set - CS.
Definition 2.1. [11] Whenυ be the universal set and<, the equivalence relation defined
on υ, then lower approximationLow(<), upper approximationUpp(<) and the boundary
regionBou(<) are defined as follows.

i) Low(<) = ∪{<(χ) : <(χ) ⊆ χ, x ∈ υ}.
ii) Upp(<) = ∪{<(χ) : <(χ) ∩ χ 6= φ, x ∈ υ}.

iii) Bou(<) = Low(<) − Upp(<).

Definition 2.2. [12] Properties ofLow(<), Upp(<) andBou(<) are stated below.

i) Low<(L) ⊆ L ⊆ Upp<(L).
ii) Low(<)(φ) = Upp(<)(φ) = φ.

iii) Low(<)(υ) = Upp(<)(υ) = υ.
iv) Upp(<)(L ∪M) = Upp(<)(L) ∪ Upp(<)(M).
v) Upp(<)(L ∩M) ⊆ Upp(<)(L) ∩ Upp(<)(M).

vi) Low(<)(L ∪M) ⊇ Low(<)(L) ∪ Low(<)(M).
vii) Low(<)(L ∩M) = Low(<)(L) ∩ Low(<)(M).

viii) Low(<)(L) ⊂ Low(<)(M) andUpp(<)(L) ⊆ Upp(<)(M) while L ⊆ M .
ix) Upp(<)(Lc) = [Low(<)(L)]c andLow(<)(Lc) = [Upp(<)(L)]c.
x) Upp(<)[Upp(<)(L)] = Low(<)[Upp(<)(L)] = Upp(<)(L).

xi) Low(<)[Low(<)(L)] = Upp(<)[Low(<)(L)] = Low(<)(L).
Definition 2.3. [12] Let (υ,<) be the approximation space and the setτ<(X) = {υ, φ, Low(<), Upp(<), Bou(<)},
X ⊆ υ is called nano topology based onυ according toX. Hereτ<(X) satisfies the ax-
ioms of topology. (υ, τ<(X) is called NTS. The members ofτ<(X) are NOS and the
complements are NCS.
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Remark 2.4. [12] In (υ, τ<(X), the setB = {υ, , Low(<), Bou(<)} is called the basis.

Definition 2.5.[15] The nano local function of(υ,N , I) can be defined asP∗n = {x ∈
υ, Gn ∩ P /∈ I, for everyGn ∈ Gn(x)}.

Definition 2.6. [15] In (υ,N ) let the ideals be, ′. P,Q be subsets ofυ. Then

i) P subsetQ ⇒ P∗n subsetQ∗n.
ii)  ⊆ ′ ⇒ P∗n(′) ⊆ P∗n().

iii) P∗n = n-cl(P∗n) subsetn-cl(P) whereP∗n ⊂ n-cl(P).
iv) (P∗n)∗n ⊆ P∗n.
v) P∗n ∪Q∗n = (P ∪Q)∗n.

vi) P∗n −Q∗n = (P −Q)∗n −Q∗n ⊆ (P −Q)∗n.
vii) V ∈ N ⇒ V ∩ P∗n = V ∩ (V ∩ P)∗n subset(V ∩ P)∗n.

viii) J ∈ I ⇒ (P ∪ J)∗n = P∗n = (P − J)∗n.

Lemma 2.7. [15] In (υ,N , I) if P ⊆ P∗n, for any subsetP, thenP∗n = n-cl(P∗n) = n-
cl(P).

Lemma 2.8. [15] In (υ,N , I), the set operatorn-cl∗(P) = P ∪ P∗n for P ⊆ χ.

Definition 2.9.[15] The characteristics ofn-cl∗ are as follows

i) P ⊆ n-cl∗(P).
ii) n-cl∗(φ) = φ andn-cl∗(υ) = υ.

iii) P ⊂ Q, impliesn-cl∗(P) ⊆ n-cl∗(Q).
iv) n-cl∗(P) ∪ n-cl∗(Q) = n-cl∗(P ∪Q).
v) n-cl∗(n-cl∗(P)) = n-cl∗(P).

Definition 2.10.[15] An ideal is calledN -codense ideal ifN ∩  = {φ}.

Definition 2.11.[15] A subsetP of (υ,N , I) is n∗-dense in itself (resp.n∗-perfect) if
P ⊆ P∗n (resp.P = P∗n).

Remark 2.12.[15] If P is n∗-dense in itself, thenP∗n = n-cl(P∗n) = n-cl(P) = n-cl∗(P).
Definition 2.13. A subsetP of (υ,N , I) is

i) nIg-closed, ifP∗n ⊆ V, P ⊆ V andV is n-open [16].
ii) nα-OS, ifP ⊂ N -int(n-cl(n-int(P))) [12].

iii) ng-closed, ifn-cl(P) ⊆ V whileP ⊆ V for a NOSV.[1]
iv) ngα-closed , ifnα-cl(P) ⊆ V whileP ⊆ V for a nanoα OSV.[17].

Theorem 2.14.A set which is nano open is always a nanoα-open.[12]

Theorem 2.15.A nα-open set is always angα-open set.[17]

3. nIαg-CLOSED SETS

In this article(υ,N , I) represents nano ideal topological space.
Definition 3.1. In (υ,N , I), nano idealα-generalized closed set (brieflynIαg-closed set),
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we mean if for a subsetP, P∗n ⊆ V wheneverP ⊆ V andV is anα-open set.
P is anIαg-open set ifυ − P is anIαg-closed set.

Example 3.2.Consider the universal setυ = {x, y, z, w}, the approximation spaceυ/R =
{{x}, {z}, {y, w}}, X = {x, y} ⊆ υ with the idealI = {φ, {z}, {y}, {y, z}}. nIαg-
closed sets are{{y}, {z}, {x, z}, {y, z}, {z, w}, {x, y, z},
{x, z, w}, {y, z, w}, υ, φ}.

Theorem 3.3In a (υ,N , I), the following implications are true and the reverse cases need
not be true in general.

i) All NCS arenIαg-closed.
ii) All n∗-CS arenIαg-closed.

iii) All ng-CS are anIαg-CS.
iv) All nIαg-CS arenIg-CS.
v) All nIαg-CS arengα-closed only whenP is n∗-dense in itself.

Proof.

i) Assume thatυ be a nanoα-CS andP ⊆ υ be a NCS. Then we may infer thatn-
cl(P) = P ⊆ υ, impliesn-cl(P) ⊆ υ. Also n-cl∗(P) = P ∪ P∗n ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ υ,
leadsP ⊆ υ andP ∪ P∗n ⊆ υ, implyingP∗n ⊂ υ andυ is a nanoα-OS. Therefore
P is anIαg-CS.

ii) Assume thatυ, a nanoα-OS andP, a n∗-CS. Therefore we getP∗n ⊆ P ⊆ υ,
which implyingP∗n ⊆ υ andP ⊆ υ andυ is nanoα-OS. HenceP is anIαg-CS.

iii) Consider ang-CS P and a NOSυ andP ⊂ υ. As P is ng-CS, we haven-
cl(P) ⊆ υ. Also we haveP∗n = n-cl(P∗n) ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ υ, which impliesP∗n ⊆ υ
andP ⊆ υ. υ is n-OS. As everyn-OS is a nanoα-OS, proof follows.

iv) Considerυ as a NOS andP be a subset ofυ. Referring Theorem 2.14,P may be
anα-open set. WheneverP is considered to be anIαg-closed set, we getP∗n ⊆ υ
andP ⊆ υ. By assumptionυ is NOS. HenceP is anIg-closed set.

v) Let P a nα-OSυ. By Theorem 2.15υ may be angα-OS. Assume thatP to be a
nIαg-CS. Therefore we haveP∗n ⊆ υ. AlsoP∗n = n-cl(P). That is we lead that
n-cl(P) ⊆ υ. Also nα-cl(P) ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ υ. υ is a nanoα-OS. HenceP is a
ngα-CS.

The reverse implications of the results may not true in all occasions, examples below ex-
plains the fact.
Example 3.4. Consider the universal setυ = {x, y, z, w}, approximation spaceυ/R =
{{x}, {z}, {y, w}}, χ = {x, y} and the idealI = {φ, {z}, {y}, {y, z}}.

i) A = {y} is anIαg-CS and not an-CS.
ii) A = {z, w} is anIαg-CS and not an∗-CS.

iii) A = {y} is anIαg-CS and not ang-CS.
iv) Consider the universal setυ = {x, y, z, w, s}, approximation spaceυ/R = {{w}, {x, y}, {z, s}},

χ = {x,w}, I = {φ, {x}, {s}, {x, s}}. In this exampleP = {x, z} is anIg-CS
and not anIαg-CS.

Theorem 3.5. Consider(υ,N , I) to be a NITS. Whenever the subsetP ∈ I, thenP is a
nIαg-CS inU .
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Proof. ConsiderP ⊆ K. K is nα-OS. SinceP ∈ I, we getP∗n = φ always. Which im-
pliesP∗n ⊆ P ⊆ K andP∗n ⊆ K andυ is anα-OS. ThereforeP ∈ I is always anIαg-CS.

Theorem 3.6. In a (υ,N , I), if P,Q ⊆ U arenIαg-closed sets, thenP ∪ Q is also a
nIαg-CS.
Proof. As P andQ are nIαg-CS,P∗n ⊆ K. P ⊆ K and K is a nanoα-OS. Also
Q∗n subsetK andQ subsetK andK is a nα-OS. AsP,Q ∈ K. P ∪ Q ⊆ K. Also
(P ∪Q)∗n = P∗n ∪Q∗n subset ofK. K is nα-OS. It meansP ∪Q is anIαg-CS.

Remark 3.7.P ∩Q may not be anIαg-CS in all occasions.

Theorem 3.8. In a NITS, if a set is bothnIαg-closed andnα-open set then it is an∗-
closed set.
Proof. ConsiderP to be anIαg-CS which is also anα-OS. SinceP is nα-open, we get
P ⊆ P and henceP∗n subsetP. HenceP is an∗-CS.

Theorem 3.9. In (υ,N , I), the necessary and sufficient condition for any subset to be
anIαg-CS is that everynα-OS is an∗-CS.
Proof. Necessary part.Let all subsets ofυ is anIαg-closed sets and one of the subsetK
be anα-open set. By referring Theorem 3.8, the proof follows.
Sufficient part. Let everynα-open subset ofυ be an∗-CS. LetK be one such set such
thatP ⊆ K ⊆ υ. Then we infers thatP∗n ⊆ K ⊆ υ. By definitionP is anIαg-CS.

Theorem 3.10. Consider a NITS(υ,N , I) and K be a non empty nano open(n-open
set) subset ofυ. Then the statements discussed below are equivalent to each other.

a) K is anIαg-CS.
b) n-cl∗(K) ⊂ V , V anα-open subset(n-open) ofυ.
c) Eachx ∈ n-cl∗(K), there exists atleast one element innα-cl({x})∩K(n-cl({x})∩

K).
d) n-cl∗(K)−K always contains an emptynα-CS.
e) K∗

n −K is always empty and a nanoα-CS.

Proof. a) =⇒ b). Consider anIαg-CSK of (υ,N , I). Definition ofnIαg-CS infers that
K∗

n ⊆ V wheneverK ⊆ V andV isnα-open in(υ,N , I). Alson-cl∗(K) = K∗
n∪K ⊆ V .

V is anα-OS(n-OS). which proves hypothesis b).
b) =⇒ c). Consider an elementx in n-cl∗(K). Let us assume the contrary thatnα-
cl({x}) ∩ K = φ. (n-cl({x}) ∩ K = φ). So that we haveK ⊆ (υ − (nα-cl({x}))).
By referring hypothesis b), it is possible thatn-cl∗(K) ⊆ (U − (nα-cl({x}))). which
contradicts to our assumption. Thereforenα-cl({x}) ∩K 6= φ.
c) =⇒ d). Consider anα-CSM which is non empty and letM ⊆ n-cl∗(K) − K. Let
x ∈ M . As M is nα-closed, we may writeM ⊆ (υ − K). K ⊆ (υ − M). Therefore
nα-cl({x})∩K = φ, which contradicts to the hypothesis c). Hencen-cl∗(K)−K always
contains an emptynα-CS.(n-CS)
d) =⇒ e). Sincen-cl∗(K) = K ∪ K∗

n, we getn-cl∗(K) − K = (K ∪ K∗
n) − K =

(K ∪ K∗
n) ∩ Kc = (K ∩ Kc) ∪ (K∗

n ∩ Kc) = φ ∪ (K∗
n ∩ Kc) = K∗

n − K. Referring
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hypothesis d) it is concluded thatK∗
n −K also contains no non empty nanoα-CS.(n-CS).

e) =⇒ a). Consider an-OSP ⊆ K. K is a nanoα-OS. Thenυ −K ⊆ (υ − P). Also
P∗n ∩ (υ−K) ⊆ P∗n ∩ (υ−P) = P∗n ∩ (υ ∩Pc) = P∗n−P. AsP∗n is n-closed, it is nano
α-closed also. SinceK is nα-open,υ − K is nanoα-closed. HenceP∗n ∩ (υ − K) is a
nα-CS contained inP∗n − P. ThereforeP∗n ∩ (υ −K) = φ. HenceP∗n ⊆ K andP ⊆ K,
whereK is a nanoα-open set, which leads the proof.

Theorem 3.11. In a (υ,N , I), whenP is n∗-dense in itself, the if and only if condi-
tion for a subsetP to be anIαg-CS is thatP is ng-CS.
Proof. Necessity.ConsiderP to benIαg-CS. By the definition,P∗n ⊆ V wheneverP ⊆ V
andV is nα-open. WhenI = φ, referring Theorem 2.12P∗n = n-cl(P). Thereforen-
cl(P) ⊆ V . HenceP is ang-CS.
Sufficiency.Consider ang-CSP. Thenn-cl(P) ⊆ V . P∗n ⊆ V . AlsoP ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ V .
V is n-open. By Theorem 2.14,P is nIαg-CS.

Theorem 3.12. Consider a NITS(υ,N , I) andP ⊆ υ. Then if and only if condition
for P to be anIαg-CS isP = Q − N , whereQ is an∗-CS andN does not have no non
emptynα-CS.
Proof. Necessary.AssumeP to be anIαg-CS. Referring Theorem 3.9 (e)P∗n − P does
not have non emptynα-CS. LetN = P∗n − P. WheneverQ = n-cl∗(P) andQ is n∗-
closed thenQ−N = (P ∪ P∗n)− (P∗n − P) = P. Hence the proof.
Sufficiency. AssumeP = Q − N with the given conditions thatQ is a n∗-CS and
N contains no non emptynα-CS. LetP ⊆ K for somenα-OS K, which leads that
Q ∩ (χ − K) ⊆ N . Also P ⊆ Q impliesP∗n ⊆ Q∗n ⊆ Q sinceQ is n∗-closed. Let
P∗n ∩ (χ − K) ⊆ Q∗n ∩ (χ − K) ⊆ Q ∩ (χ − K) ⊂ N . Referring the hypothesis
P∗n ∩ (χ − K) = φ. Which impliesP∗n ⊆ K. AlreadyP ⊆ K andK is nanoα-open.
Hence the proof.

Theorem 3.13.In (υ,N , I), the condition for a subsetP to be anIαg-OS is that ⊆ n-
int∗(P), whenever ⊆ P and is anα-closed set and the reverse implication is also true.
Proof. Necessary.Assume anIαg-OSP and anα-CS and ⊆ P. So(χ−P) ⊆ (χ−).
By referring Theorem 3.9 b),n-cl∗(χ − P) ⊆ (χ − ) and ⊆ (χ − (n-cl∗(χ − P))),
which implies ⊆ n-int∗(P).
Sufficiency. Let ρ be anα-OS and(χ − P) ⊆ ρ. Then(χ − ρ) ⊆ P. By hypothesis
(χ − ρ) ⊆ n-int∗(P), thereforen-cl∗(χ − P) ⊆ υ. By referring Theorem 3.9,P is a
nIαg-OS.

4. NORMALITY VIA nIαg-CLOSED SETS

Definition 4.1. nIαg-normal space we mean, if for all pairs ofnIαg-CSP, Q and
P ∩ Q = φ, there corresponds atleast two NOSρ andω of (υ,N , I) andρ ∩ ω = φ satis-
fying P ⊆ ρ andQ ⊆ ω.

Theorem 4.2.In (υ,N , I), the equivalent implications onnIαg-normal-spaces are stated.

a) (υ,N , I) is anIαg-normal-space.
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b) For allnIαg-closed setω and anIαg-open set such thatω ⊆ , there corresponds
an-OSV ⊂ υ andω ⊆ V ⊆ n-cl(V ) ⊆ .

Proof. a)=⇒ b). Assumeω be anIαg-CS and be anIαg-OS andω ⊂ . Thenυ −  is
anIαg-CS. Thereforeω ∩ (χ− ) = φ. By hypothesis (a) of this theorem it is understood
that for any two disjoint NOSP andQ such thatω ⊆ P andχ −  ⊆ Q andP ∩ Q = φ.
ButP ⊆ (χ−Q) impliesn-cl(P) ⊆ (χ−Q). Henceω ⊆ P ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ (χ−Q) ⊆ 
which proves (b).
Proof. b) =⇒ a). Let ω and  are disjointnIαg-CS andω ⊆ (χ − ). Reference on
hypothesis b) of this theorem infers the existence of an-open setP of (υ,N , I) such that
ω ⊆ P ⊆ n-cl(P) ⊆ (χ − ). LetQ = υ − n-cl(P). Sincen-cl(M) is a NCS,Q is an-
open set. TheseP andQ are the NOS (n-open sets) that containsω and. Which proves a).

Theorem 4.3. In (υ,N , I), the equivalent implications onnIαg-normal-spaces are as
follows.

a) (υ,N , I) is anIαg-normal-space.
b) For any twonIαg-closed subsetsP andQ of (υ,N , I), there corresponds a NOS

ρ of (υ,N , I) satisfiesP ⊆ ρ, thenn-cl(ρ) ∩Q = φ.
c) For any twonIαg-CSP andQ andP ∩ Q = φ, there corresponds a NOSρ

satisfyingP ⊆ ρ and a NOSω satisfyingQ ⊆ ω thenn-cl(ρ) ∩ n-cl(ω) is an
empty set.

Proof. a)=⇒ b). Consider a pair ofnIαg-CSP andQ andP∩Q = φ, thenP ⊆ (χ−Q),
whereχ−Q is anIαg-OS. Referring Theorem 4.2, there corresponds a NOSρ such that
P ⊆ ρ ⊆ n-cl(ρ) ⊆ χ−Q. Thereforen-cl(ρ) andQ are disjoint sets. Henceρ is the NOS
satisfies b).
b)=⇒ c). b) of this theorem impliesn-cl(ρ) andQ are disjointnIαg-CS of the NITSυ.
Therefore there exists a NOSω containingQ such thatn-cl(ρ)∩n-cl(ω) = φ which proves
c).
c)=⇒ a). Hypothesis c) proves a).

5. CONCLUSION

A new class of generalised closed namelynIαg-closed set is introduced in nano ideal
topological spaces. A comparative study of thenIαg-closed set with existing closed sets
is endeavoured and the reverse implications are explained with counter examples. Charac-
terisations theorems and heredity properties ofnIαg-closed sets are stated and proved. In
addition to that a new type of normal space callednIαg-normal space is introduced and its
characterisation is studied.
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